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This Report (which includes all attachments and annexures) has been prepared by JK Geotechnics (JKG) 
for its Client, and is intended for the use only by that Client. 
 
This Report has been prepared pursuant to a contract between JKG and its Client and is therefore subject 
to: 

a) JKG’s proposal in respect of the work covered by the Report; 

b) the limitations defined in the Client’s brief to JKG; 

c) the terms of contract between JK and the Client, including terms limiting the liability of JKG. 
 
If the Client, or any person, provides a copy of this Report to any third party, such third party will not rely 
on this Report, except with the express written consent of JKG which, if given, will be deemed to be upon 
the same terms, conditions, restrictions and limitations as apply by virtue of (a), (b), and (c) above. 
 
Any third party who seeks to rely on this Report without the express written consent of JKG does so 
entirely at their own risk and to the fullest extent permitted by law, JKG accepts no liability whatsoever, in 
respect of any loss or damage suffered by any such third party. 
 
At the Company’s discretion, JKG may send a paper copy of this report for confirmation.  In the event of 
any discrepancy between paper and electronic versions, the paper version is to take precedence. 
The USER shall ascertain the accuracy and the suitability of this information for the purpose intended; 
reasonable effort is made at the time of assembling this information to ensure its integrity. The recipient 
is not authorised to modify the content of the information supplied without the prior written consent of JKG. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This report presents a Construction Management Plan (CMP) for the works associated with the 

construction of the lift shaft which will form part of the proposed alterations and additions at 18 

Marine Drive, Oatley, NSW.   

 

We have been provided with the following information: 

 Architectural drawings (Drawing Numbers DA.00, DA.07 to DA.09, DA.13, DA.14 and DA.16 to 

DA.18 Rev. G, DA.01 to DA.06 Rev. E, DA.10 to DA.12 and DA.19 Rev. H, DA.15 Rev. F and 

DA.20 to DA.27 Rev. D, dated 15 November 2017) prepared by Those Architects. 

 Survey plan (Ref. 19220, dated 2 September 2016) prepared by Norton Survey Partners. 

 Arboricultural Pruning Assessment Report (Ref. 17/12/20/18MDO Rev. A, dated 15 January 

2018) prepared by Urban Arbor Pty Ltd (UAPL). 

 Arboricultural Root Investigation Report (Ref. 18/02/19/18MDO Rev. A, dated 23 February 

2018) prepared by UAPL. 

 A Certificate (Ref. 18/09/27/18MDO, dated 22 October 2018) prepared by UAPL. 

 Structural drawings (Drawing Numbers 1617-198, sheets 1 and 2 dated 12 September 2018 

and sheet 3 [Rev. 01] dated 20 September 2018) prepared by Harrison & Morris Consultancy 

Pty Ltd (HMCPL). 

 

The above referenced structural drawings prepared by HMCPL and certificate prepared by UAPL 

are presented in the attached Appendices A and B, respectively. 

 

We confirm that we have prepared a Geotechnical Assessment report for the proposed alterations 

and additions (Ref. 31272ZR Rev. 01) dated 7 March 2018.  The report addressed items 3 and 4 

of the previous Council “Notice of Deferral” requirements for a ‘detailed geological report’ on 

potential impacts of tree root jacking on ‘the rock stratum’ and, if there is root jacking to prepare a 

geotechnical report on ’the stability of the site to accommodate the proposed development.’ 

 

For details of the site description, subsurface conditions, risk assessment and landslide risk 

management measures, reference should be made to our previous report dated 7 March 2018.  

 

The purpose of this CMP is to provide Council’s Independent Planning Panel of Experts further 

information to assist in their determination of the Development Application for the proposed 

alterations and additions, with particular regard for the protection of the surrounding retaining walls 
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and the neighbouring TREE 1 which lie in close proximity to the southern side of the proposed lift 

shaft.   

 

The preparation of this CMP, the structural drawings prepared by HMCPL, and the Certificate 

prepared by UAPL are based on the following: 

 Discussions between The Owner (Martin Allen), and representatives of Those Architects, Brett 

Morris (HMCPL), Bryce Classens (UAPL) and Paul Roberts (JK Geotechnics) at a meeting held 

at the offices of Those Architects on 5 September 2018. 

 Reviews of draft versions of the provided documentation by members of the design team. 

 

The following Sections 2 and 3 respectively present the CMP and the geotechnical advice provided 

during the meeting dated 5 September 2018 to assist in preparing the structural drawings. 

 

2 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN 

2.1 Introduction  

The following Construction Management Plan (CMP) has been prepared for the construction of the 

permanent shoring works for the proposed lift that will provide access from the garage floor level to 

the existing first floor level (RL31.54m) to the existing second floor level and the proposed second 

floor and garage level above (RL40.3m).  Excavations for the lift will extend to a maximum depth of 

approximately 1.8m below existing surface levels to achieve the underside of the lift pit slab 

(RL31.24m).   

 

The excavations are expected to extend through sandy fill and natural colluvial sandy soils both 

containing gravel, cobble and boulder sized sandstone inclusions, and penetrate the underlying 

sandstone bedrock typically of medium strength.  Previous excavations in the vicinity of the 

southern side of the proposed lift shaft encountered sandstone bedrock at approximately RL32.4m.  

Based on the topographic setting of the site, it is considered that the sandstone surface exposed 

at the base of the excavation represents sandstone bedrock.  However, the sandstone surface 

could represent a large sandstone ‘floater’, although this is believed to be unlikely.   

 

The neighbouring TREE1 is situated within a planter bed supported by a stacked sandstone 

retaining wall which lined a portion of the southern site boundary.  The retaining wall is a maximum 

height of approximately 1.2m on the boundary and, where it returned into the site, is estimated to 

be approximately 2m high.  The tree trunk is set-back 1.7m from the crest of the retaining wall.  The 

retaining wall face is uneven and appeared to have a slight bulge (see Plate 1).  
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Plate 1: Neighbouring Tree 1 and Stacked Sandstone Retaining Wall 

 

The purpose of the shoring system is to provide permanent support to the ground surface to the 

south (within the site), the neighbouring stacked sandstone retaining wall and TREE 1 set-back to 

the south of the retaining wall crest. 

 

2.2 Proposed Sequencing  

The purpose of the proposed sequencing is to define an appropriate work schedule, methodology 

and monitoring program in order to implement the works in accordance with the CMP, the 

geotechnical advice provided in this report and the structural drawings.  The CMP also includes 

hold points in order that the works can be verified by the structural and geotechnical engineers and 

arborist at appropriate stages. 

 

In summary, the proposed sequencing of the construction of the lift will be as follows: 

 Excavation of perimeter contiguous shoring piles down to bedrock in the ‘underpinning’ type 

sequence indicated on the structural drawings and provision of temporary liners for support. 

 Installation of the reinforcement and pour concrete to form the perimeter contiguous shoring 

piled wall.  A centrally located PVC pipe conduit will be provided within the reinforcement to 

facilitate drilling of the vertical bar holes. 

 Installation of vertical galvanised bars into bedrock below the level of the underside lift pit 

slab.   

 Installation of the capping beam. 

 

THIS WILL COMPRISE A HOLD POINT. 

At this stage, the geotechnical and structural engineers and arborist will confirm that the shoring 

system has been installed in accordance with the structural drawings and geotechnical advice 
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presented in this report.  Excavation will not commence until the geotechnical and structural 

engineers and arborist have confirmed, in writing, that excavation can commence. 

 

 Excavation down to the underside lift pit slab. 

 

THIS WILL COMPRISE A HOLD POINT.   

At this stage, the geotechnical and structural engineers and arborist will confirm that the excavation 

depth has not been exceeded, and any additional rock face stabilisation measures have been 

installed.  Construction of the lift pit base and walls will not commence until the geotechnical and 

structural engineers and arborist have confirmed, in writing, that the construction of the lift pit base 

and walls can commence. 

 

 Construction of shotcrete facing to the contiguous piles and rock cut face below the piled wall. 

 Construction of lift pit slab. 

 Construction of lift pit walls from capping beam level. 

 

2.3 Proposed Methodology  

2.3.1 Shoring Piles 

The contiguous piled wall is required to maintain the stability of and support to, the structures and 

surface levels within and neighbouring the site. 

 

The shoring piles (0.3m diameter) will be excavated/drilled using hand held equipment through the 

soil profile down to bedrock.  This will reduce the potential to damage tree roots present in the soil 

profile and aid in their identification during excavation.  Once excavated, the shoring pile hole will 

be temporarily supported using a sacrificial ‘formatube’ liner.  The ‘formatube’ liner will extend up 

to the underside of the capping beam. 

 

Such pile drilling methods would not penetrate sandstone bedrock and additional permanent lateral 

toe restraint will be provided by fully grouted vertical hot dipped galvanised bars drilled down 

through the base of the piles into bedrock.  The drill holes will be drilled using rotary core methods 

and not percussive hammer drilling.  The bars will be socketed below the adjacent lift pit bulk 

excavation level.  The reinforced concrete capping beam will provide additional restraint. 
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The drilling of the vertical holes will be witnessed by an experienced engineering geologist who 

should log the drill holes and check for the presence of any clay seams/voids etc, which could 

indicate the presence of fractures within the bedrock and/or denote the base of ‘floater’’.  This 

information will provide forewarning of the presence of potentially unstable features within the rock 

mass which would require additional treatment/stabilisation (see Section 2.3.2 below). 

 

2.3.2 Bedrock Excavation 

Due to access constraints and to maintain the stability of the adjacent stacked sandstone retaining 

wall and TREE 1, sandstone bedrock will be excavated using hand held tools.  No-vibration 

techniques will be used and may include the use of hand held saws and rock splitting techniques.   

 

The sandstone bedrock may be cut vertically, subject to geotechnical inspection at 1m depth 

intervals.  The records of the drill holes for the vertical bars described in Section 2.3.1 above would 

assist in this regard. 

 

The presence of potentially unstable ‘floaters’, wedges, clay seams and extremely weathered 

seams within the sandstone bedrock may adversely affect the stability of the cut faces.  Such 

features may require shotcreting, bolting and/or underpinning.  However, the sub-vertical bars are 

expected to provide sufficient support until the proposed shotcrete face is formed.   

 

The arborist must inspect the excavation, once completed and provide any additional advice, if 

required. 

 

2.3.3 Seepage 

Some ephemeral seepage inflows may be encountered in the excavations, particularly after periods 

of heavy rain, within the soil profile close to, or at, the contact with the underlying bedrock.  Seepage 

within the bedrock can be expected through defects within the rock mass.  In general, we expect 

that inflows, if any, to be very small and managed by conventional sump and pump techniques or 

gravity drainage.  Inspection and monitoring of groundwater seepage during excavation by the 

geotechnical engineer and the builder will be completed so that any unexpected conditions which 

may be revealed, can be incorporated into the drainage design.   
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2.3.4 Monitoring 

Monitoring of the stacked sandstone wall will be completed on a daily basis by the builder during 

the shoring pile wall installation, excavation and construction of the lift pit walls and base up to the 

underside of the capping beam.  Monitoring is to comprise ‘tell-tales’ glued to the sandstone 

retaining wall face across block interfaces and situated at three evenly spaced locations along the 

wall face as agreed between The Owner, and the structural and geotechnical engineers. 

 

The purpose of the ‘tell-tales’ is to indicate relative movement of the wall face.  If movement is 

indicated then work will cease and the geotechnical and structural engineers and arborist informed 

immediately.  Construction will only recommence following approval from the structural and 

geotechnical engineers and arborist, subject to review of the work procedures and any 

modifications to the work procedures deemed necessary by the structural and geotechnical 

engineers and arborist.  

 

3 GEOTECHNICAL ADVICE 

The following geotechnical advice is provided to HMCPL during the meeting dated  

5 September 2018 and is formalised below. 

 

3.1 Retention Design 

The following earth pressure coefficients and subsoil parameters will be adopted for the design of 

the lift pit walls and contiguous piled wall shoring system: 

 For design of the cantilever piled walls that will be supported by the structure and sections of 

the existing house, we recommend the use of a triangular lateral earth pressure distribution with 

an ‘at rest’ earth pressure coefficient (ko) of 0.55 for the retained profile, assuming a horizontal 

backfill surface.   

 A bulk unit weight of 20kN/m3 should be adopted for the retained profile. 

 Any surcharge affecting the walls (e.g. nearby footings, sloping retained surfaces, construction 

loads etc) should be allowed for in the design using the earth pressure coefficient from above. 

 The piled walls will be designed as permanently drained.  The proposed vertical PVC pipes will 

be installed at maximum 1.1m horizontal spacing, as indicated on the structural drawings.  The 

proposed geotextile fabric wrapping will comprise a non-woven geotextile fabric, such as Bidim 

A34, to act as a filter against subsoil erosion.  The pipes should discharge into the lift pit 

drainage system. 
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 The permanent hot dipped galvanised vertical bars required to provide lateral restraint for the 

shoring piles will be designed for an allowable bond strength of 200kPa assuming they are 

installed into sandstone bedrock of at least low strength.   

 

3.2 Lift Pit Base 

The lift pit base will be founded in weathered sandstone bedrock and designed for an allowable 

bearing pressure of 600kPa, subject to geotechnical inspection. 

 

The lift pit base will be excavated, inspected and poured with minimal delay.  The excavation must 

be free from all loose or softened materials prior to pouring.  If water ponds in the base of the 

excavation, it must be pumped dry and then re-excavated to remove all loose water softened 

materials, if appropriate.   

 

4 CONCLUSION 

We have reviewed the structural drawings and confirm that they have been prepared with due 

regard for the geotechnical advice provided in this report and at the meeting dated 5 September 

2018.   

 

Provided the construction of the lift pit is completed in accordance with the advice presented in this 

report (including this CMP) and the structural drawings, we consider that the site is suitable for the 

proposed development and that levels of risk to life and property will remain at, or be reduced to, 

‘Acceptable’ levels.   

 

5 GENERAL COMMENTS 

It is possible that the subsurface soil, rock or groundwater conditions encountered during 

construction may be found to be different (or may be interpreted to be different) from those inferred 

from our surface observations in preparing this report.  Also, we have not had the opportunity to 

observe surface run-off patterns during heavy rainfall and cannot comment directly on this aspect.  

If conditions appear to be at variance or cause concern for any reason, then we recommend that 

you immediately contact this office. 

 

This report provides advice on geotechnical aspects for the proposed civil and structural design.  

As part of the documentation stage of this project, Contract Documents and Specifications may be 

prepared based on our report.  However, there may be design features we are not aware of or have 
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not commented on for a variety of reasons.  The designers should satisfy themselves that all the 

necessary advice has been obtained.  If required, we could be commissioned to review the 

geotechnical aspects of contract documents to confirm the intent of our recommendations has been 

correctly implemented. 

 

This report has been prepared for the particular project described and no responsibility is accepted 

for the use of any part of this report in any other context or for any other purpose.  Copyright in this 

report is the property of JK Geotechnics.  We have used a degree of care, skill and diligence 

normally exercised by consulting engineers in similar circumstances and locality.  No other warranty 

expressed or implied is made or intended.  Subject to payment of all fees due for the investigation, 

the client alone shall have a licence to use this report.  The report shall not be reproduced except 

in full. 
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Site Location: 18 Marine Drive, Oatley, NSW 
Prepared for: Martin Allen 
Date prepared: 22 October 2018 
Our Ref: 18/09/27/18MDO 
Report Type: Certificate  

Purpose of Certificate: Review of Construction Methodology 
 

Documents Used to Prepare Certificate 

 Arboricultural Pruning Impact Assessment, Urban Arbor, 15 January 2018 

 Arboricultural Root Investigation Report, Urban Arbor, 23 February 2018 

 Contiguous Piering Notes, Harrison & Morris Consultancy Pty Ltd, Job No: 1617-198, 
Sheet: 1 of 3, 12 September 2018. 

 Contiguous Piering Plan, Harrison & Morris Consultancy Pty Ltd, Job No: 1617-198, 
Sheet: 2 of 3, 12 September 2018. 

 Sections, Harrison & Morris Consultancy Pty Ltd, Job No: 1617-198, Sheet: 3 of 3, 
20 September 2018. 

 Construction Management Plan, JK Geotechnics Geotechnical and Environmental 
Engineers, Ref: 31272Rprt2, 23 October 2018. 

 

Urban Arbor have prepared this certificate in relation to a proposed development at 
the site. Urban Arbor have been asked by the client to review the latest construction 
methodology drawings for the installation of the proposed lift shaft and to provide an 
assessment of the potential impact the proposed development is likely to cause to 
the condition of tree 1, located in the adjoining property to the South (20 Marine 
Drive, Oatley). 
 
Below I have summarized the information for tree 1. Please refer to the Arboricultural 
Root Investigation Report by Urban Arbor, dated 23 February 2018, for a detailed 
description of Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) and Structural Root Zone (SRZ). 
 

Tree No. Species TPZ radius  SRZ radius  

1 Corymbia citriodora 

(Lemon Scented Gum) 
10.8m 3.3m 

Note: TPZ and SRZ are measured in radius from the centre of trunk. 
 

The prescribed construction methodology for the proposed lift shaft will be 
contiguous piering. Contiguous piering is viewed as an acceptable option for tree 
sensitive construction when working within the TPZ of trees, as benching or battering 
to support the sides of the excavations is not required. This reduces the total amount 
of required excavations, therefore reducing the impact to the tree. 
 
The contiguous piering is proposed in the same location as the root investigation 
trench completed by Martin Allen on 13 February 2018. Urban Arbor identified one 
significant root (root 1) within the root investigation trench that appeared to be 
emanating from tree 1. Root 1 is 130mm in diameter and is located within the TPZ of 
tree 1 but not within the SRZ of tree 1. The severance of root 1 is required to 
complete the construction of the lift shaft. Root 1 is located outside of the SRZ, 
indicating the severance of this root will not impact the stability of the tree, however 
the root pruning may impact the health and vigour of tree 1.  
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Remediation due to the loss of roots within the TPZ is recommended. To 
maintain/increase the health/vigour of the tree, the area within the remaining TPZ 
should be mulched to a depth of 75-100mm with composted leaf/bark mulch that 
complies with AS4454 - Composts, Soil conditioners and Mulches (2012). To 
maintain soil moisture at an optimum level, the installation of an above ground 
irrigation system is also recommended. This system should be installed and 
maintained by a qualified Horticulturalist with a minimum AQF level 3. 
 

In conclusion, tree 1 can be retained in a viable condition providing the remediation 
recommendations are followed and the proposed construction is completed in 
accordance with the Construction Management Plan by JK Geotechnics, dated 23 
October 2018. 
 
A site plan has been included in Appendix 1, where the indicative TPZ/SRZ of the 
tree assessed has been overlaid onto the proposed contiguous piering plan provided 
by the client to assist with understanding tree constraints at the site and how the 
impact to the tree has been assessed. 
 
I have included photographs of tree 1, root 1 and the existing root investigation 
trench in the following pages of this certificate. If you have any questions in relation 
to this certificate feel free to contact me on the details below. 
 
Regards, 
 
 
 
Bryce Claassens 
0450 554 715 
bryce@urbanarbor.com.au 
Diploma of Arboriculture (AQF5)  
Cert III in Landscape Construction 
QTRA Registered User 
Member Arboriculture Australia 
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Photographs 
 

 
Image 1: Looking South to the root investigation trench adjacent to tree 1 located in 
the adjoining property to the South, showing subject tree and root 1. 

 

 
Image 2: Looking East to Root 1 - 130mm diameter, 1.2m deep and 4.15m from 

centre of tree. 
 

Root 1 

 Tree 1 

Root 1 
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